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WEEK 24: Sunday, 6 June - Saturday, 12 June 2021 ALL MARKETS

Date
Start 

Time
Genre Title TV Guide Text Country of Origin Language Year Repeat Classification

Consumer 

Advice

Closed 

Captions
Subtitles

Audio 

Description

2021-06-06 0600 Comedy God Willing

Tommaso is a successful, respected cardiac surgeon who also happens to be 

an atheist. However, Tommaso's son Andrea who is a medical student 

announces in a family get-together that he wants to become a priest. 

Tommaso is petrified with he hears the news as he expected his son was going 

to come out as homosexual. Irritated, Tommaso goes undercover on retreat in 

a monastery, to investigate and bring down the charismatic Father Don Pietro, 

who he believes has 'brain-washed' his son.

ITALY Italian-100 2015 RPT PG a l s v Y

2021-06-06 0735 Drama Rosie
The story of a mother trying to protect her family after their landlord sells 

their rented home and they become homeless.
IRELAND English-100 2018 RPT PG a l 

2021-06-06 0915 Drama Finding Altamira
In 1879, a Spanish archaeologist and his daughter cause worldwide 

controversy when they discover cave paintings that are 10,000 years old.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a 

2021-06-06 1100 Drama Lion

A five-year-old Indian boy gets lost on the streets of Calcutta, thousands of 

kilometres from home. He survives many challenges before being adopted by 

a couple in Australia. 25 years later, he sets out to find his lost family.

AUSTRALIA

Hindi-33.34; 

Bengali-33.33; 

English-33.33

2016 RPT PG a Y Y

2021-06-06 1310 Comedy Wadjda
A rebellious Saudi girl enters a Koran recitation competition at her school and 

hopes to win enough money to buy her own bicycle.
SAUDI ARABIA Arabic-100 2012 RPT PG Y

2021-06-06 1455 Action Adventure Operation Arctic

Julia and her twin siblings Sindre and Ida have moved to a small town with 

their mother. Desperate to reach their father, who is working in Southern 

Norway, they secretly jump aboard a helicopter flying in his direction. 

Unfortunately, the helicopter changes its route. and soon they find 

themselves lost and alone at a deserted island. Now the three are forced to 

face the epic powers of nature, as both blizzards and hungry polar bears 

threaten their very existence.

NORWAY
English-50; 

Norwegian-50
2014 RPT PG a Y

2021-06-06 1635 Family Swallows And Amazons

Four children (the Swallows) on holiday in the Lake District sail on their own 

to an island and start a war with rival children (the Amazons). In the 

meantime, a mysterious man on a houseboat accuses them of a crime they 

did not commit.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a v Y

2021-06-06 1825 Drama A United Kingdom

He was an Oxford-educated African king, while she was a white Englishwoman 

working as a clerk at Lloyd’s of London. Now their 1948 marriage, which 

caused scandal in Apartheid-stricken South Africa and the British protectorate 

of Bechuanaland (later Botswana), is the subject of a new period drama 

starring Britain’s David Oyelowo and Rosamund Pike. Oyelowo plays Seretse 

Khama, who in 1965 became independent Botswana’s first president. He was 

also kgosi (king) of the Bamangwato people, having been crowned at the age 

of four in 1925. Pike stars as Ruth Williams, who would go on to be the first 

lady of Botswana between 1966 and 1980.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y Y Y



2021-06-06 2030 Thriller Nobody Knows

Focus

On

Hirokazu

Kore-Eda

A harrowing, yet gentle observation of young innocence and courage. Four 

children are sheltered from the outside world when their neglectful mother 

hides them in a small Tokyo apartment - then leaves. Nominated for the 

Palme d'Or at Cannes in 2004. Directed by Hirokkazu Koreeda and stars Yuya 

Yagira, Momoko Shimizu and Ayu Kitaura.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2004 M a Y

2021-06-06 2310 Drama Julieta

Julieta is a middle-aged woman living in Madrid with her boyfriend Lorenzo. 

Both are going to move to Portugal when she casually runs into Bea, former 

best friend of her estranged daughter Antia, who reveals that Antia is living in 

Switzerland, married, and with three children. Shaken by the first news she’s 

heard about her daughter in 12 years, Julieta cancels the journey to Portugal 

and moves to the apartment where she used to live with Antia, in the hope 

that her daughter will send her a letter.

SPAIN Spanish-100 2016 RPT M a n s Y

2021-06-06 2500 Action Adventure The Quake

A geologist races against time to save his estranged wife and two children 

when a devastating earthquake strikes Oslo, Norway. Directed by John 

Andreas Andersen, and stars Kristoffer Joner and Ane Dahl Torp.

NORWAY Norwegian-100 2018 RPT M a l Y

2021-06-06 2700 Comedy Jealous

Nathalie, a middle-aged divorced University Professor, changes from being an 

affectionate woman to being irrepressibly jealous of everyone close to her. 

Her best friend, her new colleague, her ex-husbanD - everyone finds 

themselves at the mercy of her eccentric behavior. Even her beautiful 18-year 

old daughter Mathilde! Entangled by her sarcastic nature and conflicted 

emotions, Nathalie navigates through this unexpected mid-life crisis in a 

funny, touching, and politically incorrect way.

FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT M a d l Y

2021-06-07 0500 Drama Finding Altamira
In 1879, a Spanish archaeologist and his daughter cause worldwide 

controversy when they discover cave paintings that are 10,000 years old.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a 

2021-06-07 0645 Drama Lion

A five-year-old Indian boy gets lost on the streets of Calcutta, thousands of 

kilometres from home. He survives many challenges before being adopted by 

a couple in Australia. 25 years later, he sets out to find his lost family.

AUSTRALIA

Hindi-33.34; 

Bengali-33.33; 

English-33.33

2016 RPT PG a Y Y

2021-06-07 0855 Drama A United Kingdom

He was an Oxford-educated African king, while she was a white Englishwoman 

working as a clerk at Lloyd’s of London. Now their 1948 marriage, which 

caused scandal in Apartheid-stricken South Africa and the British protectorate 

of Bechuanaland (later Botswana), is the subject of a new period drama 

starring Britain’s David Oyelowo and Rosamund Pike. Oyelowo plays Seretse 

Khama, who in 1965 became independent Botswana’s first president. He was 

also kgosi (king) of the Bamangwato people, having been crowned at the age 

of four in 1925. Pike stars as Ruth Williams, who would go on to be the first 

lady of Botswana between 1966 and 1980.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y Y Y

2021-06-07 1100 Comedy God Willing

Tommaso is a successful, respected cardiac surgeon who also happens to be 

an atheist. However, Tommaso's son Andrea who is a medical student 

announces in a family get-together that he wants to become a priest. 

Tommaso is petrified with he hears the news as he expected his son was going 

to come out as homosexual. Irritated, Tommaso goes undercover on retreat in 

a monastery, to investigate and bring down the charismatic Father Don Pietro, 

who he believes has 'brain-washed' his son.

ITALY Italian-100 2015 RPT PG a l s v Y

2021-06-07 1235 Comedy Jealous

Nathalie, a middle-aged divorced University Professor, changes from being an 

affectionate woman to being irrepressibly jealous of everyone close to her. 

Her best friend, her new colleague, her ex-husbanD - everyone finds 

themselves at the mercy of her eccentric behavior. Even her beautiful 18-year 

old daughter Mathilde! Entangled by her sarcastic nature and conflicted 

emotions, Nathalie navigates through this unexpected mid-life crisis in a 

funny, touching, and politically incorrect way.

FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT M a d l Y



2021-06-07 1435 Drama Rosie
The story of a mother trying to protect her family after their landlord sells 

their rented home and they become homeless.
IRELAND English-100 2018 RPT PG a l 

2021-06-07 1615 Animation Long Way North
In 1882, a young Russian aristocrat goes on an epic adventure to find out what 

happened to her grandfather and save her family's reputation.
DENMARK English-100 2015 RPT PG

2021-06-07 1745 Comedy Wadjda
A rebellious Saudi girl enters a Koran recitation competition at her school and 

hopes to win enough money to buy her own bicycle.
SAUDI ARABIA Arabic-100 2012 RPT PG Y

2021-06-07 1930 Comedy A Cool Fish

A low-end robber, a roguish security guard, a potty-mouthed but disable 

hellcat, and a group of nobodies life paths start intersecting one day because 

of a lost gun and a heist, which leads to a series of comical accidents.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2018 RPT M a l v Y

2021-06-07 2130 Science Fiction The Infinite Man
Homegrown

Films

Dean is an inventive yet unorthodox scientist who uses his technical expertise 

to create grand romantic gestures for his girlfriend Lana. After an anniversary 

weekend goes terribly wrong, Dean is spurred to his greatest scientific 

achievement yet - the invention of time travel. However, what begins as a 

simple desire to change the past and create the perfect weekend, soon leads 

to a tightening spiral of multiple 'Deans', each one in competition with the 

next. Romantic reconciliation is further complicated when Dean loses Lana in 

a recurring temporal loop. Can he overcome his many selves in order to save 

her?

AUSTRALIA English-100 2014 RPT MA s 

2021-06-07 2305 Action Adventure The Quake

A geologist races against time to save his estranged wife and two children 

when a devastating earthquake strikes Oslo, Norway. Directed by John 

Andreas Andersen, and stars Kristoffer Joner and Ane Dahl Torp.

NORWAY Norwegian-100 2018 RPT M a l Y

2021-06-07 2505 Comedy Tour De Force
After his boss fires him and his wife leaves, Tour de France fanatic Francois 

decides to ride the famous course just days ahead of the professionals.
FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT M l Y

2021-06-07 2700 Comedy A Cool Fish

A low-end robber, a roguish security guard, a potty-mouthed but disable 

hellcat, and a group of nobodies life paths start intersecting one day because 

of a lost gun and a heist, which leads to a series of comical accidents.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2018 RPT M a l v Y

2021-06-08 0500 Comedy Wadjda
A rebellious Saudi girl enters a Koran recitation competition at her school and 

hopes to win enough money to buy her own bicycle.
SAUDI ARABIA Arabic-100 2012 RPT PG Y

2021-06-08 0645 Animation Long Way North
In 1882, a young Russian aristocrat goes on an epic adventure to find out what 

happened to her grandfather and save her family's reputation.
DENMARK English-100 2015 RPT PG

2021-06-08 0815 Biography Grace Of Monaco

The story of former Hollywood star Grace Kelly's crisis of marriage and 

identity, during a political dispute between Monaco's Prince Rainier III and 

France's Charles De Gaulle, and a looming French invasion of Monaco in the 

early 1960s. Stars Nicole Kidman and Tim Roth.

USA English-100 2014 RPT PG Y Y

2021-06-08 1010 Family Swallows And Amazons

Four children (the Swallows) on holiday in the Lake District sail on their own 

to an island and start a war with rival children (the Amazons). In the 

meantime, a mysterious man on a houseboat accuses them of a crime they 

did not commit.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a v Y

2021-06-08 1200 Action Adventure The Quake

A geologist races against time to save his estranged wife and two children 

when a devastating earthquake strikes Oslo, Norway. Directed by John 

Andreas Andersen, and stars Kristoffer Joner and Ane Dahl Torp.

NORWAY Norwegian-100 2018 RPT M a l Y



2021-06-08 1400 Comedy Esio Trot

Retired bachelor Mr Hoppy is hopelessly in love with his neighbour Mrs Silver, 

but she is only interested in her pet tortoise Alfie, until Mr Hoppy hatches an 

audacious plan to win her love.

USA English-100 2015 RPT PG s Y

2021-06-08 1540 Drama A United Kingdom

He was an Oxford-educated African king, while she was a white Englishwoman 

working as a clerk at Lloyd’s of London. Now their 1948 marriage, which 

caused scandal in Apartheid-stricken South Africa and the British protectorate 

of Bechuanaland (later Botswana), is the subject of a new period drama 

starring Britain’s David Oyelowo and Rosamund Pike. Oyelowo plays Seretse 

Khama, who in 1965 became independent Botswana’s first president. He was 

also kgosi (king) of the Bamangwato people, having been crowned at the age 

of four in 1925. Pike stars as Ruth Williams, who would go on to be the first 

lady of Botswana between 1966 and 1980.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y Y Y

2021-06-08 1745 Drama Hearts Beat Loud

Hearts Beat Loud is the story of a one-time musician (Offerman) who owns a 

struggling record store in Red Hook, Brooklyn, and forms an unlikely band 

with his daughter (Clemons) the summer before she is set to leave for college.

USA English-100 2018 RPT PG a d l Y

2021-06-08 1935 Drama A Fantastic Woman

Marina and Orlando are in love and planning for the future. Marina is a young 

waitress and aspiring singer. Orlando is 20 years older than her, and owns a 

printing company. After celebrating Marina’s birthday one evening, Orlando 

falls seriously ill. Marina rushes him to the emergency room, but he passes 

away just after arriving at the hospital. Instead of being able to mourn her 

lover, suddenly Marina is treated with suspicion.

CHILE Spanish-100 2017 RPT M a d l n v Y

2021-06-08 2130 Mystery / Crime Strangerland
Homegrown

Films

When Catherine and Matthew Parker’s two teenage children disappear into 

the remote Australian desert, their relationship is pushed to the brink as they 

confront the mystery of their children's fate.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2015 RPT MA a n s v Y

2021-06-08 2335 Comedy A Cool Fish

A low-end robber, a roguish security guard, a potty-mouthed but disable 

hellcat, and a group of nobodies life paths start intersecting one day because 

of a lost gun and a heist, which leads to a series of comical accidents.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2018 RPT M a l v Y

2021-06-08 2535 Drama Half Brother

Sandra, 16 years old, is looking for her mother who's been missing for days. As 

time goes by, difficulties pile up and she has to seek her half-brother Jorge, 

but they've had little contact. Jorge lives and works with his father installing 

surveillance systems. At the point Sandra finds him, he's being threatened not 

to leak a video he made on his phone of a homophobic attack on a male friend 

to whom he's secretly attracted to.

BRAZIL Portuguese-100 2018 RPT MA a n s v Y

2021-06-08 2725 Comedy Tour De Force
After his boss fires him and his wife leaves, Tour de France fanatic Francois 

decides to ride the famous course just days ahead of the professionals.
FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT M l Y

2021-06-09 0520 Dance Born To Dance
Coming of age tale told through the eyes of 'Tu', an ambitious young man 

from Auckland who dreams of being a professional hip-hop dancer.
NEW ZEALAND English-100 2015 RPT PG a 

2021-06-09 0705 Comedy Roxane

Raymond, a chicken farmer in Brittany finds himself threatened with 

bankruptcy when the big supermarkets decide to cut out the local farms from 

their trade. Inspired by his favourite play, Cyrano de Bergerac, Raymond 

hatches a plan to save his farm and his business through the art of theatre.

FRANCE French-100 2019 RPT PG a l s Y



2021-06-09 0840 Drama Little Men

When 13-year-old Jake's (Theo Taplitz) grandfather dies, his family moves 

from Manhattan back into his father's old Brooklyn home. There, Jake 

befriends the charismatic Tony (Michael Barbieri), whose single mother 

Leonor (Paulina Garcia), a dressmaker from Chile, runs the shop downstairs. 

Soon, Jake's parents Brian (Greg Kinnear) and Kathy (Jennifer Ehle) - one, a 

struggling actor, the other, a psychotherapist - ask Leonor to sign a new, 

steeper lease on her store. For Leonor, the proposed new rent is untenable, 

and a feud ignites between the adults. 

USA English-100 2015 RPT PG a v Y

2021-06-09 1015 Drama Hearts Beat Loud

Hearts Beat Loud is the story of a one-time musician (Offerman) who owns a 

struggling record store in Red Hook, Brooklyn, and forms an unlikely band 

with his daughter (Clemons) the summer before she is set to leave for college.

USA English-100 2018 RPT PG a d l Y

2021-06-09 1205 Drama A Fantastic Woman

Marina and Orlando are in love and planning for the future. Marina is a young 

waitress and aspiring singer. Orlando is 20 years older than her, and owns a 

printing company. After celebrating Marina’s birthday one evening, Orlando 

falls seriously ill. Marina rushes him to the emergency room, but he passes 

away just after arriving at the hospital. Instead of being able to mourn her 

lover, suddenly Marina is treated with suspicion.

CHILE Spanish-100 2017 RPT M a d l n v Y

2021-06-09 1400 Animation Long Way North
In 1882, a young Russian aristocrat goes on an epic adventure to find out what 

happened to her grandfather and save her family's reputation.
DENMARK English-100 2015 RPT PG

2021-06-09 1530 Biography Grace Of Monaco

The story of former Hollywood star Grace Kelly's crisis of marriage and 

identity, during a political dispute between Monaco's Prince Rainier III and 

France's Charles De Gaulle, and a looming French invasion of Monaco in the 

early 1960s. Stars Nicole Kidman and Tim Roth.

USA English-100 2014 RPT PG Y Y

2021-06-09 1725 Biography Gagarin

In 1961, Yuri Gagarin blasted off from Vostok to become the first man in 

space. It was a mission fraught with danger as he rocketed into an uncertain 

fate. This stunning biopic charts Gagarin's momentous journey.

RUSSIA Russian-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2021-06-09 1930 Drama Borg Vs McEnroe

It’s the summer of 1980 and Bjorn Borg (Sverrir Gudnason) is the top tennis 

player in the world, dominating the sport both on and off the court. A 

powerful and rigorously disciplined player, there is only one obstacle in his 

pursuit of a record-breaking fifth Wimbledon championship - the highly 

talented but ferociously abrasive young American, John McEnroe (Shia 

LaBeouf).

SWEDEN

English-70; 

Swedish-25; 

French-4; 

German-1

2017 RPT M l n Y

2021-06-09 2130 Romantic Comedy Ali's Wedding
Homegrown

Films

Meet Ali, the charming son of a Muslim cleric who despite the best of 

intentions, just can’t seem to make the right life choices. Ali dreams big - he 

wants to be with the girl he loves, but he’s been promised to another girl at 

his father’s mosque. He wants to be the great doctor that the community 

expects him to be, but he doesn’t get the marks. And above all, he wants to 

make his father proud - really proud. So what will Ali do to live up to the 

impossible expectations? He must fake it, because as the son of the cleric, he 

doesn’t have a choice. It’s one bad decision after another as Ali’s wayward 

quest to please his father spirals out of control, with cataclysmic 

consequences.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2016 RPT M a l Y Y

2021-06-09 2335 Drama A Season In France

Abbas, a high school teacher in the Central African Republic, has fled his war-

torn country with his two children. They now live in France, where Abbas 

works at a food market, while applying for political asylum. A French woman, 

Carole, falls in love with him and offers a roof for him and his family. When 

Abbas’ application is rejected, they face a crucial decision.

FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT M a l s v Y



2021-06-09 2530 Drama A Fantastic Woman

Marina and Orlando are in love and planning for the future. Marina is a young 

waitress and aspiring singer. Orlando is 20 years older than her, and owns a 

printing company. After celebrating Marina’s birthday one evening, Orlando 

falls seriously ill. Marina rushes him to the emergency room, but he passes 

away just after arriving at the hospital. Instead of being able to mourn her 

lover, suddenly Marina is treated with suspicion.

CHILE Spanish-100 2017 RPT M a d l n v Y

2021-06-09 2725 Mystery / Crime Omar

A young Palestinian freedom fighter agrees to work as an informant after he's 

tricked into an admission of guilt by association in the wake of an Israeli 

soldier's killing. 2014 Oscar nominated for Best Foreign Language Film.

PALESTINE
Arabic-50; 

Hebrew-50
2013 RPT M a l v Y

2021-06-10 0510 Biography Grace Of Monaco

The story of former Hollywood star Grace Kelly's crisis of marriage and 

identity, during a political dispute between Monaco's Prince Rainier III and 

France's Charles De Gaulle, and a looming French invasion of Monaco in the 

early 1960s. Stars Nicole Kidman and Tim Roth.

USA English-100 2014 RPT PG Y Y

2021-06-10 0705 Drama Hearts Beat Loud

Hearts Beat Loud is the story of a one-time musician (Offerman) who owns a 

struggling record store in Red Hook, Brooklyn, and forms an unlikely band 

with his daughter (Clemons) the summer before she is set to leave for college.

USA English-100 2018 RPT PG a d l Y

2021-06-10 0855 Biography Gagarin

In 1961, Yuri Gagarin blasted off from Vostok to become the first man in 

space. It was a mission fraught with danger as he rocketed into an uncertain 

fate. This stunning biopic charts Gagarin's momentous journey.

RUSSIA Russian-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2021-06-10 1100 Comedy Sometimes Always Never

Sharp of both suit and vocabulary, Bill Nighy (The Bookshop), is winningly 

deadpan as Scrabble-obsessed Merseyside tailor Alan, whose eldest son 

Michael stormed out of the house after a particularly heated round of the 

popular board game, never to return. Years later, Alan and his other son Peter 

(Sam Riley) continue the search while trying to repair their own strained 

relationship. Working from a witty and astute script by veteran screenwriter 

Frank Cottrell-Boyce (The Railway Man, Goodbye Christopher Robin), 

Liverpudlian director Carl Hunter deploys a vivid visual style and striking 

production design to capture the shifting moods of a family who know plenty 

of words but struggle to communicate.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 RPT PG a s Y Y

2021-06-10 1240 Drama Borg Vs McEnroe

It’s the summer of 1980 and Bjorn Borg (Sverrir Gudnason) is the top tennis 

player in the world, dominating the sport both on and off the court. A 

powerful and rigorously disciplined player, there is only one obstacle in his 

pursuit of a record-breaking fifth Wimbledon championship - the highly 

talented but ferociously abrasive young American, John McEnroe (Shia 

LaBeouf).

SWEDEN

English-70; 

Swedish-25; 

French-4; 

German-1

2017 RPT M l n Y

2021-06-10 1440 Drama Little Men

When 13-year-old Jake's (Theo Taplitz) grandfather dies, his family moves 

from Manhattan back into his father's old Brooklyn home. There, Jake 

befriends the charismatic Tony (Michael Barbieri), whose single mother 

Leonor (Paulina Garcia), a dressmaker from Chile, runs the shop downstairs. 

Soon, Jake's parents Brian (Greg Kinnear) and Kathy (Jennifer Ehle) - one, a 

struggling actor, the other, a psychotherapist - ask Leonor to sign a new, 

steeper lease on her store. For Leonor, the proposed new rent is untenable, 

and a feud ignites between the adults. 

USA English-100 2015 RPT PG a v Y

2021-06-10 1615 Dance Born To Dance
Coming of age tale told through the eyes of 'Tu', an ambitious young man 

from Auckland who dreams of being a professional hip-hop dancer.
NEW ZEALAND English-100 2015 RPT PG a 

2021-06-10 1800 Comedy Roxane

Raymond, a chicken farmer in Brittany finds himself threatened with 

bankruptcy when the big supermarkets decide to cut out the local farms from 

their trade. Inspired by his favourite play, Cyrano de Bergerac, Raymond 

hatches a plan to save his farm and his business through the art of theatre.

FRANCE French-100 2019 RPT PG a l s Y



2021-06-10 1935 Comedy It Must Be Heaven Premiere

Elia Suleiman (as himself) escapes from Palestine seeking an alternative 

homeland, only to find that Palestine is trailing behind him. The promise of a 

new life turns into a comedy of errors. However far he travels, from Paris to 

New York, something always reminds him of home. From award-winning 

director Elia Suleiman, a comic saga exploring identity, nationality and 

belonging, in which Suleiman asks the fundamental question - where is the 

place we can truly call home?

QATAR

French-33.34; 

Arabic-33.33; 

English-33.33

2019 M a l Y

2021-06-10 2130 Drama Tracks
Homegrown

Films

Starring Mia Wasikowska and Adam Driver, directed by John Curran and from 

the Oscar winning producers of The King’s Speech, Tracks is based on the 

inspirational and iconic true story of Robyn Davidson. Robyn’s phenomenal 

solo trek from Alice Springs to Uluru and on to the Indian Ocean saw her 

traverse 2700km of spectacular yet unforgiving Australian desert, 

accompanied only by her loyal dog and four unpredictable camels.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2014 RPT M a l Y Y

2021-06-10 2335 Drama Half Brother

Sandra, 16 years old, is looking for her mother who's been missing for days. As 

time goes by, difficulties pile up and she has to seek her half-brother Jorge, 

but they've had little contact. Jorge lives and works with his father installing 

surveillance systems. At the point Sandra finds him, he's being threatened not 

to leak a video he made on his phone of a homophobic attack on a male friend 

to whom he's secretly attracted to.

BRAZIL Portuguese-100 2018 RPT MA a n s v Y

2021-06-10 2525 Drama Borg Vs McEnroe

It’s the summer of 1980 and Bjorn Borg (Sverrir Gudnason) is the top tennis 

player in the world, dominating the sport both on and off the court. A 

powerful and rigorously disciplined player, there is only one obstacle in his 

pursuit of a record-breaking fifth Wimbledon championship - the highly 

talented but ferociously abrasive young American, John McEnroe (Shia 

LaBeouf).

SWEDEN

English-70; 

Swedish-25; 

French-4; 

German-1

2017 RPT M l n Y

2021-06-10 2725 Drama A Season In France

Abbas, a high school teacher in the Central African Republic, has fled his war-

torn country with his two children. They now live in France, where Abbas 

works at a food market, while applying for political asylum. A French woman, 

Carole, falls in love with him and offers a roof for him and his family. When 

Abbas’ application is rejected, they face a crucial decision.

FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT M a l s v Y

2021-06-11 0520 Comedy Roxane

Raymond, a chicken farmer in Brittany finds himself threatened with 

bankruptcy when the big supermarkets decide to cut out the local farms from 

their trade. Inspired by his favourite play, Cyrano de Bergerac, Raymond 

hatches a plan to save his farm and his business through the art of theatre.

FRANCE French-100 2019 RPT PG a l s Y

2021-06-11 0655 Drama Little Men

When 13-year-old Jake's (Theo Taplitz) grandfather dies, his family moves 

from Manhattan back into his father's old Brooklyn home. There, Jake 

befriends the charismatic Tony (Michael Barbieri), whose single mother 

Leonor (Paulina Garcia), a dressmaker from Chile, runs the shop downstairs. 

Soon, Jake's parents Brian (Greg Kinnear) and Kathy (Jennifer Ehle) - one, a 

struggling actor, the other, a psychotherapist - ask Leonor to sign a new, 

steeper lease on her store. For Leonor, the proposed new rent is untenable, 

and a feud ignites between the adults. 

USA English-100 2015 RPT PG a v Y

2021-06-11 0830 Comedy What We Did On Our Holiday

Doug and Abi take their kids on a family vacation. Surrounded by relatives, the 

kids innocently reveal the ins and outs of their family life and many intimate 

details about their parents. It's soon clear that when it comes to keeping a big 

secret under wraps from the rest of the family, their children are their biggest 

liability. Find out how the rest of the family cope and see if the holiday will 

ever end.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2014 RPT PG a Y

2021-06-11 1020 Action Adventure Belle And Sebastian 2 Sebastian and his dog have to brave dangers and confront a secret. FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT PG a l Y



2021-06-11 1210 Comedy It Must Be Heaven

Elia Suleiman (as himself) escapes from Palestine seeking an alternative 

homeland, only to find that Palestine is trailing behind him. The promise of a 

new life turns into a comedy of errors. However far he travels, from Paris to 

New York, something always reminds him of home. From award-winning 

director Elia Suleiman, a comic saga exploring identity, nationality and 

belonging, in which Suleiman asks the fundamental question - where is the 

place we can truly call home?

QATAR

French-33.34; 

Arabic-33.33; 

English-33.33

2019 RPT M a l Y

2021-06-11 1405 Biography Gagarin

In 1961, Yuri Gagarin blasted off from Vostok to become the first man in 

space. It was a mission fraught with danger as he rocketed into an uncertain 

fate. This stunning biopic charts Gagarin's momentous journey.

RUSSIA Russian-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2021-06-11 1610 Drama Belle
The illegitimate, mixed-race daughter of a British admiral plays an important 

role in the campaign to abolish slavery in England.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a 

2021-06-11 1805 Comedy Sometimes Always Never

Sharp of both suit and vocabulary, Bill Nighy (The Bookshop), is winningly 

deadpan as Scrabble-obsessed Merseyside tailor Alan, whose eldest son 

Michael stormed out of the house after a particularly heated round of the 

popular board game, never to return. Years later, Alan and his other son Peter 

(Sam Riley) continue the search while trying to repair their own strained 

relationship. Working from a witty and astute script by veteran screenwriter 

Frank Cottrell-Boyce (The Railway Man, Goodbye Christopher Robin), 

Liverpudlian director Carl Hunter deploys a vivid visual style and striking 

production design to capture the shifting moods of a family who know plenty 

of words but struggle to communicate.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 RPT PG a s Y Y

2021-06-11 1945 Drama Sid And Aya

The worlds of Sid (Dingdong Dantes) and Aya (Anne Curtis) couldn't be any 

more different. Sid is a tough, no-nonsense, insomniac stockbroker, who'll 

stop at anything to get what he wants, even if it means double-crossing his 

friends and co-workers. Meanwhile, Aya works as a barista, laundry shop 

attendant and even an amusement park performer. She does this for his 

family's welfare, and a goal of someday visiting her mum in Japan. Their 

worlds collide when the two meet at a cafe where Aya works as a barista. 

They find themselves enjoying the colours and sounds of an amusement park 

in Manila to making life decisions in the busy streets of Tokyo.

PHILIPPINES
Filipino-50; 

Tagalog-50
2018 RPT M l s v Y

2021-06-11 2130 Thriller Animal Kingdom
Homegrown

Films

This powerful psychological crime drama tells the story of a tense battle 

between a dangerous criminal family and the police. Starring Guy Pearce, Joel 

Edgerton and Jacki Weaver. 

AUSTRALIA English-100 2010 RPT MA d l v Y Y

2021-06-11 2335 Mystery / Crime Omar

A young Palestinian freedom fighter agrees to work as an informant after he's 

tricked into an admission of guilt by association in the wake of an Israeli 

soldier's killing. 2014 Oscar nominated for Best Foreign Language Film.

PALESTINE
Arabic-50; 

Hebrew-50
2013 RPT M a l v Y

2021-06-11 2520 Comedy It Must Be Heaven

Elia Suleiman (as himself) escapes from Palestine seeking an alternative 

homeland, only to find that Palestine is trailing behind him. The promise of a 

new life turns into a comedy of errors. However far he travels, from Paris to 

New York, something always reminds him of home. From award-winning 

director Elia Suleiman, a comic saga exploring identity, nationality and 

belonging, in which Suleiman asks the fundamental question - where is the 

place we can truly call home?

QATAR

French-33.34; 

Arabic-33.33; 

English-33.33

2019 RPT M a l Y



2021-06-11 2715 Drama Sid And Aya

The worlds of Sid (Dingdong Dantes) and Aya (Anne Curtis) couldn't be any 

more different. Sid is a tough, no-nonsense, insomniac stockbroker, who'll 

stop at anything to get what he wants, even if it means double-crossing his 

friends and co-workers. Meanwhile, Aya works as a barista, laundry shop 

attendant and even an amusement park performer. She does this for his 

family's welfare, and a goal of someday visiting her mum in Japan. Their 

worlds collide when the two meet at a cafe where Aya works as a barista. 

They find themselves enjoying the colours and sounds of an amusement park 

in Manila to making life decisions in the busy streets of Tokyo.

PHILIPPINES
Filipino-50; 

Tagalog-50
2018 RPT M l s v Y

2021-06-12 0500 Drama Belle
The illegitimate, mixed-race daughter of a British admiral plays an important 

role in the campaign to abolish slavery in England.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a 

2021-06-12 0655 Comedy Sometimes Always Never

Sharp of both suit and vocabulary, Bill Nighy (The Bookshop), is winningly 

deadpan as Scrabble-obsessed Merseyside tailor Alan, whose eldest son 

Michael stormed out of the house after a particularly heated round of the 

popular board game, never to return. Years later, Alan and his other son Peter 

(Sam Riley) continue the search while trying to repair their own strained 

relationship. Working from a witty and astute script by veteran screenwriter 

Frank Cottrell-Boyce (The Railway Man, Goodbye Christopher Robin), 

Liverpudlian director Carl Hunter deploys a vivid visual style and striking 

production design to capture the shifting moods of a family who know plenty 

of words but struggle to communicate.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 RPT PG a s Y Y

2021-06-12 0835 Family Hawaa Hawaai Premiere Arjun dreams of skating. Can Arjun follow his dream and be a champion? INDIA Hindi-100 2014 PG a Y

2021-06-12 1050 Drama Mary Shelley

She will forever be remembered as the writer who gave the world 

Frankenstein. But the real life story of Mary Shelley - and the creation of her 

immortal monster - is nearly as fantastical as her fiction.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT PG a l s Y

2021-06-12 1305 Comedy What We Did On Our Holiday

Doug and Abi take their kids on a family vacation. Surrounded by relatives, the 

kids innocently reveal the ins and outs of their family life and many intimate 

details about their parents. It's soon clear that when it comes to keeping a big 

secret under wraps from the rest of the family, their children are their biggest 

liability. Find out how the rest of the family cope and see if the holiday will 

ever end.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2014 RPT PG a Y

2021-06-12 1455 Action Adventure Heidi
Orphaned at age five, curly-haired Heidi is sent to live with her gruff recluse of 

a grandfather in the Swiss Alps. However, she soon thaws his frozen heart.
GERMANY German-100 2015 RPT PG Y

2021-06-12 1700 Action Adventure Belle And Sebastian 2 Sebastian and his dog have to brave dangers and confront a secret. FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT PG a l Y

2021-06-12 1850 Family Binti Premiere

Binti (12) was born in Congo but has lived with her father Jovial (40) in 

Belgium since she was a baby. Despite not having any legal documents, Binti 

wants to live a normal life, and dreams of becoming a famous vlogger like her 

idol Tatyana. Elias (11) runs his 'save-the-okapi-club' without the help of his 

father, who's moved to Brazil following his divorce with Elias's mother 

Christine (42). When their annoying neighbor invites Christine on a romantic 

trip to Paris, Elias, upset and angry, runs away to his treehouse. At the same 

time, police raid Binti and Jovial's home, sending the two on the run, and Binti 

into the path of Elias in his treehouse. When their parents meet shortly after, 

Binti quickly sees the perfect solution to all her problems. If she can match her 

dad to Elias' mum, they can get married and stay in Belgium.

BELGIUM Dutch-100 2019 PG a l Y



2021-06-12 2030 Drama Taxi Driver

Focus 

On

Robert 

De Niro

In Martin Scorsese's award-winning classic drama, insomniac ex-Marine Travis 

Bickle works the nightshift, driving his cab through decaying mid-'70s New 

York City. By day he watches seedy movies, and thinks about how the world, 

New York in particular, has deteriorated into a cesspool. For him, the one 

bright spot in New York humanity is Betsy, a worker on the presidential 

nomination campaign of Senator Charles Palantine. Obsessed, he does 

whatever he needs to make the world a better place - in his opinion. Stars 

Robert De Niro, Jodie Foster, Cybill Shepherd. 

USA English-100 1976 RPT MA a l s v Y

2021-06-12 2235 Comedy 6.9 On The Richter Scale

A humble Romanian actor in his 40’s, hardly surviving between a complicated 

part at the theatre, a depressed wife, and the obsession of an imminent 

devastating earthquake, becomes the victim of his own father’s manipulation.

ROMANIA Romanian-100 2016 RPT M a d l s Y

2021-06-12 2445 Drama Sid And Aya

The worlds of Sid (Dingdong Dantes) and Aya (Anne Curtis) couldn't be any 

more different. Sid is a tough, no-nonsense, insomniac stockbroker, who'll 

stop at anything to get what he wants, even if it means double-crossing his 

friends and co-workers. Meanwhile, Aya works as a barista, laundry shop 

attendant and even an amusement park performer. She does this for his 

family's welfare, and a goal of someday visiting her mum in Japan. Their 

worlds collide when the two meet at a cafe where Aya works as a barista. 

They find themselves enjoying the colours and sounds of an amusement park 

in Manila to making life decisions in the busy streets of Tokyo.

PHILIPPINES
Filipino-50; 

Tagalog-50
2018 RPT M l s v Y

2021-06-12 2630 Drama Samba

From the creators of the award-winning film 'The Intouchables' comes 

'Samba', a French comedy-drama that centres on Samba Cisse (Omar Sy), a 

migrant from Senegal to France, who works as a dish washer in a hotel. After a 

bureaucratic slip-up lands him in detention, he's ordered to leave France. 

Alice (Charlotte Gainsbourg) is a burned-out senor executive. Both struggle to 

get out of their dead-end lives. Samba's willing to do whatever it takes to get 

working papers, while Alice tries to get her life back on track until fate draws 

them together.

FRANCE French-100 2014 RPT M l v Y Y

2021-06-12 2840 Action Adventure Belle And Sebastian 2 Sebastian and his dog have to brave dangers and confront a secret. FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT PG a l Y


